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Rome.  Mental Hospital  S.  Maria  della  Pietˆ.  Some people cannot get out from the park and enter 
the old  pavillions.  Until one dayÉ   
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NOTES 

   

This film is the second of three films dealing with the common name of humanity.  The first film,  

Je  suis  Simone (la   condition  ouvri•re),  explored a landscape,  the Ile  Seguin, the island where 

once the Renault factory had its headquarters and that is nowadays a yard for the future 

residential area of art and science, through Simone WeilÕs factory experience. In this second film 

we have crossed, explored and mapped S.Maria  della  Pietˆ, a former mental hospital in the 

north suburbs of Rome.  With the third film we are getting ready to sail  with  Ishmael,  looking 

for Moby  Dick.   

     

ÒPiano  sul  Pianeta  (malgrado  tutto  coraggio  francesco!)Ó  is dedicated to Robert  Flaherty,  to 

the idea of a participative and necessary cinema,  like all people that became involved in the film 

project. People who live and breath that landscape, so that it was possible to make a real 

collective autobiography. Nothing is external in the film. Only in this way it was possible to map, 

to make a dynamic  topography of the place, S.   Maria   della   Pietˆ, a former mental hospital.   

Contrary to what happens usually in these situations, when authors, actors, producers, 

cinematographers  land on places without crossing them from the inside. The decline and 

pornography  of many films   that throw themselves on the worlds  to conquest and sell them,  but 

always  waving the flags of  fine sentiments and goodness.  

   

This film is a  real  document  on  strabismus,  on the virtual power of cinema. A film on future 

archeology, on archeological science fiction; we donÕt give answers, we suggest, not a road but 

an opening, an opening to life, to vision, to breathe, to the lively instincts of being present. 

Together with  Francesco   in order to break   the representative cage, the visual limits of 

representation , in order to open up to movement, to construction,  to the power of a  life act.     

ItÕs a love film:  to free life from the violent destructive forces that threaten it.   

     

Who is mad?  Who is  sane?  Who is internal? Who is external?      

Those who believe to be sane while trying to accumulate more and more money, in order to have 

more power (destructive power) through money? Or those who wriggle their way out of this war, 

unreasonable, who cannot and sometimes do not want,  to stand up firmly, to contribute to keep   

a self-destructive world standing? But one day Francesco arrives and breaks a construction, a 



device:  thereÕs again the will to move,  looking for what is lackingÉ     

  

fabrizio ferraro  
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expected dealing with the common name of humanity. !
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About cinema and madness 

 

ItÕs a film that, looking through the condition of detention, manages to build some gaps, some 

openings able to erode this device until it explodes. So the film goes in a (non)direction  that is 

very different from the other well-known films that have been released this year and that had 

pretentions to telling the story, the violence and suffering of mental hospitals and that in spite 

have only built other prisons in this tale.   

At last, here it is possible to breathe life  in the same time it crosses those places. 

 

fabrizio ferraro  

   

 

If   Basaglia   and   his "law 180"  thought about a liberating dichotomy made up of  an  "inside"   

that could and should enter the "outside",  nowadays the society we live in and that lives us, 

seems to be a whole mental hospital, spread within the city.  Which inside, which outside?  

ÒPiano  sul  Pianeta  (malgrado  tutto,  coraggio  francesco!)Ó  itÕs a  film.   

A  film itÕs a film, but this time we are all in it, you are all in it.  [...]  WeÕve a ground,  weÕve 

mapped it, and a cart. To go. WeÕve nothing to tell, we donÕt want to make pathetic and luxuriant  

architecture. We already know:  that chair is a chair,  that man is  a repetition.   

 

      marcello fagiani  (production  boudu*) 

 

   

In  Turin again.  In Turin again,  after the working-class condition,  the condition,  thatÕs it.  In 

Tourin after  "Je  suis  Simone  (la  condition  ouvri•re)",  which earned a mention last year  at  



27th  TFF, a new film  that will drive people crazy. ÒPiano  sul  Pianeta  (malgrado  tutto,  

coraggio  francesco!)Ó  itÕs a new reasoning, an animal film!   

   

antonio sinisi  (gruppoamatoriale)   
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